1. **Assistant Technical Support Officer – Web Support (Afternoon Shift) (Ref: ATSONW)**

**Responsibilities**
- Responsible for carrying out system administration work and daily operation tasks including support call handling, network equipment monitoring, and backup service as well as ensuring the smooth operation in the company.
- Accountable for providing technical helpdesk support to end-users.

**Requirements**
- Diploma or above in Computing.
- Familiar with web internet services (e.g. apache/tomcat/mysql…), and network skills (TCP/IP).
- OS skills: Linux operating systems (Redhat servers), Microsoft Windows are also required.
- Knowledge in Oracle is an advantage.
- Pro-active, able to anticipate and tackle potential problems.
- Good interpersonal and communication skills.
- Working Hours: **Sun - Thu: 14:00 - 23:00**, plus non-office hours support occasionally.
e-zone, a subsidiary of HKET Holdings, is the No.1 Chinese-language IT magazine & the market-leading online Media in Hong Kong. To cope with our business expansion, we would like to invite professional to fill the following position.

2. **Video Editor (Ref: VG-EZ)**

**Responsibilities**
- Coordinate pre and post-production task including creative concept, video shooting and editing
- Handle strict workflow of multimedia contents

**Requirements**
- Diploma in Multi-media, Communications or other relevant disciplines
- 1 - 2 years relevant working experience, preferably in media industry
- A skilled videographer, with demonstrated media experience
- Proficiency in Adobe Premiere, Final Cut Pro, After Effect, Photoshop and Illustrator
- Strong sense of creativity, problem solving skills and able to work independently
- Fresh graduate will be considered
CTgoodjobs, a unique brand extension launched in 2011, carries through Career Times Online Limited's commitment to quality and integrity in recruitment advertising.

CTgoodjobs has long pledged to protect job seekers from employment frauds with a designated team to verify job advertisements. To further honour its commitment, CTgoodjobs took the lead as the first local recruitment portal to refuse blind advertisements as of July 2014. CTgoodjobs also breathed new life into the job advertising industry with its pioneering job categorisation model and optimised job search engine.

We are inviting caliber for the below position:

3. Developer (ASP.Net/ ASP/ PHP/ Oracle) (Ref: PROG)
Responsibilities
- Responsible for developing & implementing web-based business applications using ASP/ASP.NET
- Software prototyping and system maintenance
- Produce and maintain project documentation and provide user support
Requirements
- Higher Diploma or above in Computer Science or equivalent
- 1 – 2 years experience in website and application development
- Proficiency in ASP, ASP.NET, Oracle, HTML, XML, CSS, JavaScript, JQuery, PHP, Ajax, MySQL etc.
- Able to meet tight deadlines and work under pressure
- Strong analytic and communication skills
- Knowledge of mobile software development will be an added advantage
- Fresh graduate will also be considered

4. Customer Service Representative (Ref: CTC)
Responsibilities
- Responsible for data input and report preparation
- Handle general clerical and office support duties
- Follow-up the existing clients' enquiries and provide necessary support
- Provide administrative support to various projects and ad hoc duties as assigned by the Supervisor
Requirements
- Customer-oriented with good telephone manner
- Good command of spoken and written English & Chinese
- Proficient in PC applications and MS Office (Excel, Word and Outlook).
- Typing skill: English 35wpm, Chinese 25wpm
- Fresh graduate will also be considered
U Lifestyle is a web platform with plenty of leisure information for better life. In U Lifestyle, you can always find something new in our life. Enjoy life and make it fruitful is our mission. Come and join us, make it to be your U Lifestyle.

For more information, please visit: [http://ulifestyle.com.hk](http://ulifestyle.com.hk). We are looking for high-calibre candidates to join our dynamic team as:


### 5. Content Editor (UFood.com.hk) (Ref: CTED-ULUFB)

**Responsibilities:**
- Responsible for daily editorial work including research, writing, video editing and content management
- Implement content strategy in order to engage our audience and drive traffic to different channels such as Food and Lifestyle
- Work with different teams to fulfill online platform direction

**Requirements:**
- Degree holder in Journalism or New media or related disciplines
- At least 1 year relevant experience in web content editing is preferred
- Strong sense of lifestyle trends in food would be a distinct advantage
- Good writing skills and language literature
- Have knowledge about social media
- Passionate, self-motivated, self-disciplined and willing to take responsibility
- Good communication skills
- Knowledge in video editing is an advantage
- Fresh graduate will also be considered
- Please send a sample of writing or portfolio together with your application.
6. **Content Editor (U Beauty) (Ref: CTED-ULUFB)**

**Responsibilities:**
- Responsible for daily editorial work including research, writing, video editing and content management
- Implement content strategy in order to engage our audience and drive traffic to different channels such as beauty and travel.
- Work with different teams to fulfill online platform direction.

**Requirements:**
- Degree holder in Journalism or New media or related disciplines
- At least 1 year relevant experience in web content editing is preferred
- Strong sense of beauty trends / editorial working experience in beauty-related area would be a distinct advantage
- Passionate to create quality content
- Good writing skills and language literature
- Have knowledge about social media
- Passionate, self-motivated, self-disciplined and willing to take responsibility
- Good communication skills
- Knowledge in video editing is an advantage
- Fresh graduate will also be considered
- Please send a sample of Chinese writing or portfolio together with your application
7. **Content Editor (hk.ulifestyle.com.hk) (Ref: CTED-ULUHK)**

**Responsibilities:**
- Responsible for daily editorial work including research, writing, video editing and content management
- Implement content strategy in order to engage our audience and drive traffic to different channels such as beauty and travel.
- Work with different teams to fulfill online platform direction.

**Requirements:**
- Degree holder in Journalism or New media or related disciplines
- At least 1 year relevant experience in web content editing is preferred
- Strong sense of lifestyle trends / editorial working experience in lifestyle-related area would be a distinct advantage
- Passionate to create quality content
- Good writing skills and language literature
- Have knowledge about social media
- Passionate, self-motivated, self-disciplined and willing to take responsibility
- Good communication skills
- Knowledge in video editing is an advantage
- Fresh graduate will also be considered
- Please send a sample of writing or portfolio together with your application
ET Net Limited, was founded in 1994 by Hong Kong Economic Times (HKET) Group, inherits HKET's experience and expertise in providing timely investment information. Throughout the years, it has forged a leading marketing position in the Hong Kong financial industry by offering a full-range of real-time stock quotation and financial information serviced to banks, brokerage firms, listed companies and retail investors. In recent years, ET Net is also expanding rapidly in Greater China region and was granted a license in 2001 to disseminate news and financial information in China.

We provided a challenging and yet friendly working environment for our fellow colleagues, we now invite enthusiastic candidates who strive to provide the best services to our customers to join our dynamic team.

ET NET LIMITED (www.etnet.com.hk)

8. Systems Developer (Mobile) (Ref: SYDEV-PROD)

Responsibilities
• Develop Mobile App in Financial & Lifestyle feature
• Build new feature in App(s) with 100,000+ users base
• Responsible for system implementation, documentation and unit test

Requirements
• Diploma or above in IT related subject
• 1 - 2 years experience on the Mobile application developer
• Knowledge of development skill in iOS or Android platform
• Strong sense of responsibility and eager for up-to-date mobile development technique
• Good interpersonal, communication, analytical thinking, and problem-solving skill
• Fresh Graduates will also be considered

9. Web Designer (Ref: WD-PROD)

Responsibilities
• Design graphic and layout of our popular Financial Portal with desktop & mobile versions.
• Involve in the concept development and production on various marketing campaigns including online ads, eDM, online game, mini-site, video editing and print ads

Requirements
• Diploma in Multimedia / Graphic Design or related disciplines
• Minimum 2 years relevant working experience
• Proficiency in design tools: Dreamweaver, Photoshop, Illustrator, Premiere and InDesign
• Familiar with video editing and effect
• Knowledge in HTML5, JavaScript and CSS3
• Able to work under pressure, overtime and meet tight deadline
• Self-motivated, responsible and independent
• Immediately available preferred
• Please provide work portfolio as supporting
• Fresh graduate will also be considered
• Portfolio in web format (iOS/Android/Web) is required with the application. Applicant without portfolio would not be considered.
10. Finance Reporter (China Desk) (Ref: FREP-NEWCHN)
Responsibilities
- Report and write articles mainly on financial news related to China
- Stock markets and listed company news reporting, translation and feature writing
Requirements
- Degree holder, preferably in Journalism, Finance or Economics
- 1 year relevant working experience preferred
- Familiar with stock market and financial analysis is an advantage
- Good command of English, Chinese and Putonghua
- Proficiency in MS Office, English and Chinese word processing
- Initiative, outgoing, proactive and able to work independently
- Fresh graduate will also be considered

11. Finance Reporter (Outdoor Reporting) (Ref: FREP-NEW)
Responsibilities
- Report and write articles mainly on financial news
- Outdoor news reporting, translation and feature writing
Requirements
- Degree holder, preferably in Journalism, Finance or Economics
- 1-2 year relevant media working experience preferred
- Familiar with fund industry, stock market and financial analysis is an advantage
- Good command of English, Chinese and Putonghua
- Proficiency in MS Office, English and Chinese word processing
- Initiative, outgoing, proactive and able to work independently
- Immediately available is preferred
- Fresh graduate will also be considered
ET Trade Limited, a member of Hong Kong Economic Times Group (香港經濟日報集團) – HKEx Stock Code: 423, is an industry leader providing mission critical trading solutions in stocks and derivatives to brokerage firms and investment banks.

ET Trade is developing a feature-rich, high-performance and massively scalable next-generation trading platform with state-of-art technology. To cope with our rapid development, we are seeking experienced, talented and passionate IT professionals to join our team.

ET TRADE LIMITED (www.ettrade.com.hk)

12. **Programmer (Java) (Ref: PRO-FDSE)**

**Responsibilities:**
- Participate not only in application development, coding, implementation, integration, testing, and documentation but also involve in product requirement/design/usability discussion with product team members
- To design, develop the assigned development task/project
- Work independently to overcome some technical difficulties in the field of design, evaluation implementation plan, research of new technologies and new areas of technical development
- Collaborate with other team members and stakeholders

**Requirements:**
- Degree holder in Computer Science or related disciplines
- 1-3 years of Software Development
- Strong Java development experience
- Candidate with less experience will be considered as Programmer
- Self-motivated and pro-active to tackle issues
- Good command of Cantonese, Mandarin, and English
- Sockets programming and multithreading experience is a plus
- Proficient in modern web frameworks is a plus
- Experience in developing Securities and Futures trading application and low latency application development is a plus
- Fresh graduate will also be considered
Application Methods:

We offer attractive remuneration package to the right candidate including excellent career path, friendly working environment, 5-day work week, competitive salary, birthday leave, discretionary bonus and medical benefits.

Interested parties please complete online application form via: https://hket.ctgoodjobs.hk/a/jobfair

Personal data provided by job applicants will be used strictly in accordance with our Personal Data Policy, a copy of which will be provided immediately upon request.